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Tasks of TI Review Board

• receive 4-monthly reports by the TI
• review the overall performance of the TI and handle complaints about the TI
• sign PGP keys of the TI
• set and if necessary change operational framework for the TI
• decide about special issues regarding CSIRTs with “accredited” and “accredited candidate” status, incl. making exceptions to TI standard procedures
Current composition of Trusted Introducer Review Board

- Jacques Schuurman (chair) until September 2005
- Jimmy Arvidsson until September 2004
- Marco Thorbrügge until September 2006
- Gorazd Bozic TF-CSIRT chair, ex officio
- Karel Vietsch (secretary) TERENA representative
Matters discussed in TI Review Board meeting, 25 September 2003

- **Jacques Schuurman elected chairman**
  for period September 2003 – September 2004

- **Status report on Trusted Introducer March-June 2003**
  see previous presentation

  5 (most likely no longer existing) CSIRTs removed from list of “listed” CSIRTs

- **Ideas for further development of TI service**
  see previous presentation on the meeting of accredited CSIRTs

- **Review of meeting of accredited CSI RTs**
  good because of adequate preparations; think about further improvements